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Awoko Online
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President Koroma wishes… “Special Court leaves a magnificent & imposing legacy”
By Poindexter Sama
Special Court Prosecutor Brenda J. Hollis has said at her first press conference with Sierra Leonean
journalists that President Ernest Bai Koroma wished that the Special
Court will leave a magnificent and imposing legacy for posterity.
This legacy, she said, comprises the activities of the Special Court
which goes beyond the trial of war criminals, considering the level of
know-how the Court has instilled in the minds of Sierra Leoneans.
She further pointed out that since the inception of the Court after the
end of the war, many Sierra Leoneans have been employed who will
now be able to bring their new skills and experience to the Sierra
Leonean workplace.
The citation from the President also noted that “In school and
universities around the world, students study the laws that we have
created at the Special Court. These laws are now used to fight war crimes and crimes against humanity
where they are committed. For example, because we proved here in Sierra Leone that it is a crime to use
children in war, now more than ever those who want to do that know they face trial and punishment”
Paramount among the legacy of the Special Court will be to show that there can be no impunity for those
who abuse power to commit atrocities against fellow human beings, even those at the highest level of
government or authority will not be immune from justice.
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BBC World Service Trust
Monday, 26 July 2010
Interview with Courtenay Griffiths, Part 1
Reports have been circulating in Liberia that Accused Former Liberian President, Charles Taylor had been
suffering from heart problem, and the Special Court denied him medical treatment. Is Mr. Taylor sick?
What is the Defence reaction to the Judges ruling to invite Supermodel Naomi Campbell? Is Mr. Taylor
interfering with local politics in Liberia? These were some of the questions BBC World Trust Joseph
Cheeseman asked Lead Defence Lawyer Courtenay Griffiths in The Hague on Monday.
COURTENAY GRIFFITHS: It’s not a question of Mr. Taylor suffering from heart problems, but you
have to bear in mind that he’s not a young man, and a trial of this length and gravity must have its effect
on him. And he has had one or two complaints and we have always endeavoured, through the Registrar, to
get him the appropriate medical treatment, so as far as I’m aware they’ve provided him with new
spectacles. They’ve also arranged for a consultant to check him over and, as I understand it, he has been
given a clean bill of health.
We understand also that he was complaining about back ache.
GRIFFITHS: Mr. Taylor has had a back problem, and it’s mostly to do, I think, with him still playing
quite a bit of tennis. But he’s receiving physiotherapy for it and he tells me that the situation is improving.
So I don’t think there’s any need for alarm regarding his physical condition – I don’t think so at all.
There’s also rumour in Liberia that Mr. Taylor has again begun using his telephone in the detention
facility to interfere with local politics in Liberia. Have you received any complaint from the Prosecution
definitely regarding Mr. Taylor’s interference?
GRIFFITHS: None whatsoever. There have been various suggestions made that he’s doing that. On each
occasion that suggestion has been made we’ve investigated the matter, we’ve explained the situation to
the Registrar who has responsibility for these matters, and in every instance those claims have been
proved to be totally unfounded.
Now, how do you react to the Judges’ ruling that the supermodel from Great Britain should come here to
testify to diamonds that she allegedly received from Mr. Taylor?
GRIFFITHS: Joseph, I am literally fuming with anger at that decision, because remember, what’s the
nature of the evidence? We have one actress who for the first time, over a decade after the event, in July
of last year for the first time, that she was told by Naomi Campbell that Naomi Campbell had been visited
late at night by three men who claimed they’d been sent by Charles Taylor. So that’s total hearsay. After
Mia Farrow the actress made that claim, Naomi Campbell was interviewed on television, ABC News, in
the United States, and she denied that Charles Taylor had given her a diamond. Naomi Campbell
thereafter went on the Oprah Winfrey show. She was asked again, ‘did Charles Taylor give you a
diamond’. She denies it. So it means that the Prosecution are calling a witness who will give evidence
contrary to their claim. Because remember, the Prosecution claim is that she was given a diamond, and
calling Naomi Campbell to say ‘I wasn’t given a diamond’, so why is she being called? Frankly Joseph,
you know what this is all about? This is a pure publicity-seeking exercise by the Prosecution.
But the Prosecution has said that they want to refute Mr. Taylor’s evidence that he had never handled a
rough diamond in his life.
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GRIFFITHS: That…precisely, which is why, if that’s your case, why are you calling this supermodel to
deny that she was given a diamond by Charles Taylor. Why call her? How does that support their
allegation?
Will you be surprised if Naomi came here and said ‘indeed, I received a diamond from Mr. Taylor’?
GRIFFITHS: Well, I would be extremely surprised, given that she’s publicly stated on two previous
occasions that she didn’t, then we’d have to brand a…
Do you have concrete evidence to counter that?
GRIFFITHS: Well, yes, we’ve got the TV footage from ABC News and from the Oprah Winfrey Show of
her stating publicly on television that she didn’t receive a diamond. So it would be somewhat strange if
she turned up now, after those two very public denials, and claims that in fact now she did.
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BBC World Service Trust
Monday, 26 July 2010
Interview with Courtenay Griffiths, Part 2
As the Defence case is gradually approaching its end, Lead Defence Lawyer, Courtenay Griffiths has
indicated what he would do if his client, Charles Taylor is adjudged guilty. Mr. Griffiths denied that his
witnesses are coming out with contradictions and inconsistencies. Mr. Griffiths spoke with Joseph
Cheeseman in The Hague today Monday.
You’ve produced 19 witnesses now, including Mr. Taylor himself. Are you satisfied that you are
convincing the Judges?
GRIFFITHS: I can’t lay claim to being able to read the Judges’ minds. I really don’t know whether or not
they accept the evidence of our witnesses or not, but what I can say is we have called several witnesses
who have given credible evidence which totally undermines the Prosecution case and totally exposes the
lies told by many Prosecution witnesses. Whether the Judges choose to accept that is a matter for them,
but we feel that the evidence we’ve called has been compelling.
What’s responsible for some of the inconsistencies that we continue to see coming from most of your
witnesses?
GRIFFITHS: Well, I’m not aware of any inconsistencies. Perhaps if you can tell me.
Mr. Taylor said he was not aware of the SOD, the Special Operations Division in Liberia during his
presidency. A witness came and said indeed the SOD had existed.
GRIFFITHS: Because you’re a president of a country does not mean that you must be aware of every
single thing that goes on in that country, which is the fallacy at the very heart of this Prosecution case.
And so what if there is that contradiction? How does it support the Prosecution case that he was supplying
arms and ammunition to the RUF, receiving diamonds in return, and controlling the RUF during the
period of the indictment? How does it prove that?
The Prosecution might say that these inconsistencies border on the credibility of your client.
GRIFFITHS: Well, Joseph, you’ve been following the trial right from the start. Look at the number of
inconsistencies that we were able to establish within the evidence of individual Prosecution witnesses and
between those witnesses. Don’t you agree that we did more damage to the Prosecution case in terms of
exposing inconsistencies than they have done to our witnesses? I certainly think we have.
Now finally, what would you do if the Judges adjudge Mr. Taylor guilty?
GRIFFITHS: Well, we’d appeal of course. We’d appeal, because our case is that this Prosecution is
fatally flawed and that most of it is incredible and no one would convict, you know, a cat on this kind of
evidence. So of course we would appeal it.
Okay, what have you to say to the Liberian people as we gradually approach the end of this case?
GRIFFITHS: Well, I would ask the Liberian people, firstly, to be vigilant in observing the remainder of
the trial, and also, for those who’ve had the opportunity of following the evidence, to ask themselves
whether or not they think, based on this kind of evidence, their former president ought to be convicted.
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And in my view, I think the resounding conclusion most Liberians would arrive at is that their former
president should not be convicted on this kind of evidence.
How many more witnesses should we expect from you?
GRIFFITHS: A couple more.
Three?
GRIFFITHS: Difficult to say. A couple more…not many.
Should we expect your side of the case will end by, say, August or September?
GRIFFITHS: I hope to be concluded by the end of August or very early September.
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Voice of America
Monday, 26 July 2010
Taylor War Crimes Trial Will Take Star Turn With Model's Testimony
Nico Colombant

Photo: AP

The ongoing Charles Taylor West African war crimes
trial in The Hague will take a star turn next week when
supermodel Naomi Campbell testifies.
Officials at the Special Court for Sierra Leone say
Campbell is due to appear August 5, after she asked for a
postponement from a scheduled appearance this week.
They say they hoped there would be no more delays.
Earlier this month, the British supermodel was
subpoenaed to testify about claims Charles Taylor gave
her a large rough-cut diamond, allegedly linked to Sierra
Leone's conflict, at a dinner party in South Africa in
1997.
Earlier this year, Campbell had told American television host Oprah Winfrey she did not want to be
involved in the Taylor case. She said she did not want to put her family in danger.
But after the court's subpoena, she said she would testify.
Lawyers for the former Liberian president have called the move a publicity stunt, and say the testimony
will be a distraction.
Former chief prosecutor of the Special Court for Sierra Leone David Crane, who indicted Mr. Taylor in
2003, disagrees.
"I think what the prosecutors there are doing, they are just showing everybody the fact that Charles Taylor
was very much involved, moving about using diamonds as cash and guns for influence," he said.
Mr. Taylor, who has been on trial since 2008, has denied charges he backed rebels in Sierra Leone in
exchange for diamonds. He says he is being blamed for situations he did not control.
American actress Mia Farrow wrote a statement to the court saying Campbell had told her she had been
given a large diamond from Charles Taylor after the 1997 dinner in South Africa, which they all attended.
Crane says the incident is revealing. "The fact that Charles Taylor was showing off and using the
diamonds that he received from Sierra Leone, giving them allegedly to other people, famous people like
Naomi Campbell, just shows the kind of a mindset," Crane says, "an evil-thinking mind of Charles Taylor,
and what he was doing with the diamonds from Sierra Leone."
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Yale University political anthropologist Mike McGovern, a West Africa expert, says besides the
Campbell involvement there has been little awareness in the United States of the Taylor trial.
"Honestly, West Africa tends not to make the news unless there is some kind of horrible event taking
place or famine or a visit by some American official," McGovern states.
But Mr. Taylor and his family have a long history with the United States. The former Liberian president
was a student in the Boston area in the 1970s.
After fleeing Liberia in the 1980s, he was put in jail in Plymouth, Massachusetts, on a warrant for
extradition to face embezzlement charges. He allegedly escaped, but during his current trial he said he
had received help from a prison guard and U.S. agents, claims that have not been independently
confirmed.
His son, who was born in Boston, Emmanuel Chuckie Taylor, is serving a 97-year sentence in Florida,
after being convicted of torturing or ordering the torture of dozens of his family's political opponents in
Liberia.
His conviction marked the first time a U.S. law allowing prosecution for overseas torture was used.
McGovern says the Charles Taylor trial is also very significant, and deserves attention beyond the Naomi
Campbell appearance.
"Heads of state who abuse their citizens may now find themselves in the dock later on, in the way that
Taylor did," McGovern said. "It is really a precedent setting trial. Presidents from any country in the
world might one day find themselves in the same situation."
The Special Court for Sierra Leone was created jointly by the government of Sierra Leone and the United
Nations.
It is also the first international criminal tribunal to be funded entirely from voluntary contributions. The
trial is taking place in the Hague because of security concerns.
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Asia Times Online
Wednesday, 28 July 2010
Cambodians upset by genocide sentence
By Steve Finch
PHNOM PENH - The Khmer Rouge tribunal delivered its first verdict on Monday and sentenced a top leader of the
genocidal regime, comrade Duch, to 30 years behind bars, but many victims outside the emotional courtroom were
left complaining over this sentence.
Duch, whose real name is Kaing Guek Eav, was chief of the notorious S-21 detention and torture facility in the
Cambodian capital, where at least 12,380 people were killed during the Khmer Rouge's rule from 1975 to 1979.
Because the 67-year-old Duch had been in detention since May 1999 before his trial began in February last year, or
more than 11
years ago, his sentence in the end was reduced to about 18 more years from now. He would be 86 years old at the
time of his release.
"The verdict is too light," complained Bou Meng, one of just 12 people to walk out alive of Duch's torture facility at
Tuol Sleng prison. "We are victims two times, once in the Khmer Rouge time and now once again," another
survivor, Chum Mey, told the New York Times.
Although the prosecution had asked for the maximum 40-year sentence, judges at the United Nations-backed war
crimes tribunal said Duch's compliance with the court and "limited remorse" meant that a total sentence of 35 years
was sufficient.
"This court has tried and punished a perpetrator of Democratic Kampuchea, one of the most macabre regimes of the
modern era," co-prosecutor Chea Leang said following the hour-long verdict, which found the defendant guilty of
crimes against humanity and crimes against the Geneva Conventions of 1949 that limit the barbarity of war.
A further five years were removed from the sentence due to what was already deemed to be illegal detainment by a
military court following Duch's original arrest in May 1999 up to July 2007, when he was handed over to the United
Nations-hybrid court. With this taken into consideration, Duch will likely be imprisoned until 2029, subject to
appeal.
"Anything under 30 [years] is not acceptable because it's inconceivable that he could even have one minute on the
street," said Theary Seng, president of Cambodia's Board for Justice and Reconciliation. "Now if the international
community isn't providing us justice, it leaves us with hopelessness," she added.
Close to 1.7 million people, or nearly a quarter of Cambodia's population at the time, were executed or died during
the Khmer Rouge's rule due to forced labor or from starvation, as the leader of the extremist Maoist group, Pol Pot,
tried to create an agrarian utopia in the country.
It was not just the Duch verdict that caused disquiet, particularly among the civil parties, in what was the first time
that victims and their families have been considered part of an international hybrid court process.
In a surprise move, president of the trial chamber Nil Nonn told the packed courtroom that only 66 of the civil
parties would be recognized in relation to the groundbreaking verdict, meaning that some 21 who had formed part
of the process, mostly relatives of those killed under Duch's command, were not eligible for this recognition.
"I am not happy," said Hong Savath, whose uncle died in S-21. "The judge should have told me from the beginning
that I am not a civil party."
She said she would appeal, although lawyers representing the civil parties throughout the process lamented that
reparations were little more than symbolic anyway. This is because the Khmer Rouge tribunal had not set up the
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likes of a trust fund to compensate victims, as is the case with the International Criminal Court in The Hague.
Along with a compiled list of Duch's confessions of guilt and remorse, the names of those deemed victimized as a
result of his actions are to be compiled on the official tribunal website. But as some civil party lawyers noted, many
of the relatives of the Khmer Rouge victims are unlikely to ever witness this gesture anyway because Cambodia is
among the least Internet-connected countries in the region.
"It seems what has been ordered is the most minimal, most conservative and - perhaps it's fair to say - rather
unimaginative reparations," said Karim Khan, a legal representative of some of the victims.
While lawyers, court monitors, spokespeople, judges, journalists and humanitarian workers announced and debated
the verdict and its many intricacies, the most quiet person in the whole process on July 26 was Duch himself.
Asked to stand for the final verdict, he gave little indication of emotion. The five judges did not give the former
revolutionary a chance to respond to the deliverance of justice that he denied his own detainees at S-21.
After firing his previous lawyer before the verdict, Duch is expected to lodge an appeal, especially given his
surprising request for acquittal during the final hearings at the end of 2009. The question many have asked
throughout this lengthy process is: has Duch changed?
Despite Duch's metamorphosis from mass murderer to Christian aid worker after the fall of the Khmer Rouge
regime, Chum Mey told Inter Press Service he had seen little in the way of remorse and humility in the regime's
chief torturer. "Until now, he is the same man. I still see the violence in him and I still see the arrogance."
One major point of contention against the proceedings from human-rights groups has been the court's decision to
prosecute only a few individuals in connection with the Khmer Rouge genocide.
"His prison is comfortable with air-conditioning, food three times a day, fans and everything," Chum Mey told the
New York Times. "I sat on the floor with filth and excrement all around."
Later this year, the court will decide whether to indict other senior members of the regime on war crimes: head of
state Khieu Samphan; foreign minister Ieng Sary; his wife, the minister of Social Affairs Ieng Thirith, and Nuon
Chea, a senior ideologue known as "Brother No 2."
Human-rights groups like Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch are also urging both the Cambodian
government and the United Nations to uphold a standard of justice over political concerns.
"Progress could be undermined by political interference from Cambodian officials who openly oppose more
prosecutions, and by disagreements between the Cambodian and international co-investigating judges," said Donna
Guest, Amnesty International's deputy director for the Asia-Pacific.
In a press release, chair of the US Senate Foreign Relations Committee John Kerry, said, "I support the ECCC
[Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia] as it moves forward with its investigations and urge all
involved to ensure the process lives up to and reflects the imperatives of justice, transparency and reconciliation for
the Cambodian people."
Kerry played a significant behind-the-scenes role in the tumultuous founding of the tribunal in the late 1990s, which
was marked by clashes between the government and United Nations for control. In 1997, the failed presidential
candidate suggested the hybrid nature of the court that was eventually adopted.
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RTTNews
Wednesday, 28 July 2010
UK Court Rejects Serbia's Extradition Request, Releases Ex-Bosnian President
A court in Britain has ordered the release of former Bosnian President and Muslim wartime leader Ejup
Ganic after rejecting an extradition request from Serbia to try him on war crime charges.
The judge at the City of Westminster Magistrates Court said in his ruling on Tuesday that there was no
justification to try Ganic as two independent investigations had already concluded that there was no case
against the former Bosnian President.
Judge Timothy Workman said he felt the extradition proceedings initiated by Serbia were "being used for
political purposes and as such amount to an abuse of the process of this court.
"In the absence of any additional significant evidence, there would appear to be only two possible
explanations, that of incompetence by the Serbian prosecutors or a motive for prosecuting which is based
upon politics, race or religion," the judge added.
Ganic was arrested in London's Heathrow Airport in March last following an extradition request from
Serbia on allegations of war crimes. His arrest was under a provisional extradition warrant, and it came as
he tried to leave Britain after attending a convocation ceremony at the University of Buckingham. He is
President of the Sarajevo School of Science & Technology (SSST), which is partnered with the University
of Buckingham.
Serbia accuses him of involvement in an attack on a retreating Yugoslav People's Army (JNA) convoy in
Sarajevo in May 1992. It claims that 42 Bosnian-Serb soldiers were killed in that attack, which came a
month after the start of the Bosnian war.
Ganic was later granted bail on a security of £300,000 by the British High Court on "stringent" conditions,
under which he was required to stay at a specified address but undisclosed in London and observe a
nightly curfew. He was also not permitted to apply for a passport or any other travel documents.
Ever since his arrest, Ganic and his family have maintained that the charges leveled against him by
Serbian authorities are politically-motivated, while his lawyers claimed that his arrest in Britain was
illegal as the allegations have already been rejected by the International Criminal Tribunal for the former
Yugoslavia.
Ganic was the Vice-President of Bosnia during the civil war there between 1992 and 1995, and has served
twice as President of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina following the U.S.-brokered Dayton
peace agreement in 1995. His first term as President of the Bosnian-Croat Federation extended from 1997
to 1999, and the second from 2000 to 2001.
By RTT Staff Writer
For comments and feedback: contact editorial@rttnews.com

